Exam in Sensor system, 7.5 credits.
Course code: et2009
Date: 2011-01-03

Allowed items on the exam:
Tables of Mathematical formulas.
Calculator.
Teacher: Kenneth Nilsson, Phone 035-167136.
Maximum points: 28.
In order to pass the examination with a grade 3 a minimum of 12 points is required.
To get a grade 4 a minimum of 17 points is required, and to get a grade 5 a minimum of
23 points is required.
Give your answer in a readable way and motivate your assumptions.
Good Luck!

Questions of 2 points.
1.
A thermocouple used between 0 and 500 ˚C has the following input-output characteristic
Input T ˚C
0
100
200
300
500
Output E μV
0
5268
10777
16325
27388
a) Find the equation of the ideal straight line.
b) Find the non-linearity at 100 ˚C and 300 ˚C in μV and as a percentage of f.s.d.
2.
A pressure transducer has an output range of 1.0 to 5.0 V at a standard temperature of 20 ˚C, and an
output range of 1.2 to 5.2 V at 30 ˚C. Quantify this environmental effect.
3.
A level measurement system consists of three linear elements with sensitivities 0.050, 21.5 and 0.99.
Find the system error for a true value input of 5.0 metres.
4.
A potentiometer has a supply voltage of 10 V, a resistance of 10 kΩ and a length of 10 cm. A recorder
of resistance 10 kΩ is connected across the potentiometer. Calculate the Thevenin equivalent circuit
for the sensor and the recorderer voltage for each of the following displacements:
a) 2 cm
b) 8 cm
5.
A platinum resistance sensor has a resistance of 100.0 Ω at 0 ˚C and a temperature coefficient of
resistance of 4 x 10-3 ˚C-1. If the resistance of the sensor is 125 Ω, find the corresponding temperature
of the sensor.
6.
The e.m.f. of a type T thermocouple is measured to be 8.561 mV relative to a reference junction
temperature of 20 ˚C. Use the attached table to find the temperature of the measured junction.
7.
A parallel plate capacitive displacement sensor consists of two square metal plates 8 cm x 8 cm,
separated by a gap of 2 mm. The space between the plates is completely filled by a slab with a
dielectric constant of 6.0. If the permittivity of free space is 8.85 pF/m, find the capacitance of the
sensor.
8.
A platinum resistance sensor has a resistance of RT  R0 1  T  , where R 0 =100 Ω
and α=4 x 10-3 ˚C-1.
a) The above sensor is incorporated into a bridge circuit which has R 3 /R 2 =100. Find the value of R 4
such that V OUT =0 V at 0 ˚C.
b) Complete the bridge design by calculating the supply voltage required to give V OUT =100 mV at
100 ˚C.
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Questions of 4 points.
9.
A temperature measurement system for a gas reactor consists of linear elements and has
an overall steady-state sensitivity of unity. The temperature sensor has a time constant of
5.0s; an ideal low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.05 Hz is also present.
The input temperature signal is periodic with period 63 s and can be approximated by the Fourier
series:
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T (t )  10 sin( 0 t )  sin( 2 0 t )  sin(3 0 t )  sin(4 0 t ) 
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where ω 0 is the angular frequency of the fundamental component.
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1
where τ is the time constant.
(1  s)

The dynamics of the system is determined by the first-order transfer function G(s) of the sensing
element.
Calculate expressions for the time response of:
a) the system output signal T m (t).
b) the system dynamic error.
Note:
An ideal low-pass filter has a gain of one and zero phase shift up to the cut-off frequency. The
gain is zero above the cut-off frequency.

10.
A thermocouple of type T is to be used to measure temperatures between 0 and 300 °C.
The e.m.f. values are as given in the attached table.
a) Find the non-linearity at 100 °C and 200 °C as a percentage of full scale.
b) Between 100 °C and 200 °C the thermocouple e.m.f. is approximated by:
ET , 0  a1T  a 2T 2 .
Calculate a 1 and a 2 .
c) The e.m.f. is 5761 μV relative to a reference junction of 20 °C.
Use the result of b) to estimate the measured junction temperature.

11.
A load cell consists of a domed vertical steel cylinder 20 cm high and 15 cm in diameter. Four flat
surfaces, at right angles to each other, are cut on the vertical surface so as to form 10 cm squares.
Resistance strain gauges are attached to these flat surfaces so that two gauges (on opposite faces)
suffer longitudinal compression and two gauges (on the other pair of opposite faces) suffer transverse
tension.

The strain gauges have the following specification:
Resistance = 100 Ω
Gauge factor = 2.1
Maximum gauge current = 30 mA
Young’s modulus for steel: E= 2.1 × 1011 Nm−2
Poisson’s ratio for steel: υ= 0.29
Some useful formulas:
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a) Calculate the resistance of the strain gauges for a compressive force F=105 N.
b) The gauges are connected in a temperature-compensated bridge and the out-of-balance signal is
input to a differential amplifier. Calculate the minimum amplifier gain if the amplifier output voltage
is to be 1 V when F=105 N.

